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About This Content
A special pack suited for novice adventurer of Dungeon Fighter Online(DFO)!
From Neo Premium Plus which grants you bonus Fatigue Points and Unique Weapon rental
to Safe Expansion and Account Safe Creation Ticket, there are many benefits essential to beginner adventurers such as yourself!
Beginner pack is composed of the following contents.

Neo Premium Plus+ Contract (15 Days)
Unique Weapon rental suited to your character's level
Basic Fatigue Points 156 → 273
Dungeon Clear EXP +10%
Fatigue Express System
Bonus Dungeon Clear Rewards
No Stamina Penalty Upon Leaving the Dungeon
Demon Invitation, Simona's Letter of Recommendation, etc. given for logging in every day
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Account Vault Upgrade Kit - Account Bound
Upgrades the account safe to next level. (Allows you to share items between characters on your account.)

Silver Safe Upgrade Kit - Account Bound
Expands the Safe's slots from 8 -> 40

Life Token x 30 - Untradable
Consume a Life Token to resurrect yourself if you die in dungeons.

Remy's Touch x 150 - Account Bound
Recovers 30% HP and MP immediately.

DFO Beginner Title - Sealing
A title that helps you during the early levels will be given!
Right click on the title icon in the inventory to equip it.
[Title Stats]

STR/INT/VIT/SPI +20
Attack Speed/Movement Speed/Casting Speed +2%
HP/MP MAX +300
Physical/Magical Critical Chance +2%
* Please Note :
- Package is account bound but some of the contents are untradable.
- Titles are tradable when they are sealed. (Cannot be traded once unsealed)
- Please refer to http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=737850671 for information on how to redeem the
package.
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Title: Dungeon Fighter Online: Beginner Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, RPG
Developer:
Neople
Publisher:
Neople
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Microsoft Windows 7 32bit
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E7500
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: VRAM 512MB
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 18 GB available space
Additional Notes: HDD space: 18GB HDD space before installation, 10GB HDD space after installation / Browser: Microsoft
Internet Explorer 10

English
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I don't get why people are slamming this game so hard?
The campaign is fun with some creative stages.
You can create whatever stage you want in multiplayer.
The graphics have gotten an upgrade since Fusion.
. It's fun, but the screen is tiny (and unadjustable) and it's just too annoying to play.. Pokemon styled game. This one is way less
known than it deserves.
It's not perfect - those random battles get boring after a while, especially given how long the later dungeons are, and the plot is
suspiciously similar to Echoes of Aetheria - but well worth playing.. tri poloski.. I wasn't minding this game until I got to the
part where you had to jump to different platforms. Well that doesn't go well when the jump command works about 30 percent
of the time when it's supposed to.
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its a cool game. i just wish people would play online. i havent been able to play this game online because no one is on. other then
that i like the game. add me for some king lucas online :). I was expecting more.....much too short for the price.. Well, If your a
true Polandball fan, I think it would be a little sad for you. I am a Polandball fan, and part Polish, but Its sorta sad Too see
Poland being hurt and teased. But, it works out in the end, So if you want a happy ending, can take long games, and LOVE
polandball, I recommend it!. Great game and the only one out there with a tank interior.The inside of the tank has very
believable and smooth vr.I could almost reach and grab a book.Praise Jesus!. I really like these musics!
The musics have their essence that makes them wonderful!
I really loved Stijn's work on this soundtrack, and he seems to be a kind of a magician of the musics...
Some of them really gave me a good memory of my life!
. Very simple game. Seems to consist of mostly score attack, you control an orb that can move around a sqaure playing field,
you can influence the colored dots that rotate around your orb but the control is impercise by design. Frankly I do not care for it
but it could be a short diversion for the right person who wants a chill out zen type game to play in short bursts.
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